At Glen Martin Limited we service what we sell and are experts in repairing and maintaining powered cleaning equipment. We have a modern, dedicated equipment repair facility for all of your equipment needs. Our factory trained service staff offer on-site repairs and preventative maintenance on all types and brands of cleaning equipment including automatic scrubbers, ride-ons, sweepers, vacuums, extractors, pressure washers, burnishers and floor machines. You can improve productivity, control costs and lengthen the life of your equipment by working with us.

Professionally Trained Technicians:
All of our equipment service technicians have been professionally trained and are specialists in maintaining and repairing powered cleaning equipment. Our machine technicians are able to work on most nationally branded machines.

On-Site Service:
We are equipped to make repairs at your facility for certain sized powered cleaning equipment and for some preventative maintenance contracts. In some cases, we will pick up and deliver machines for off-site repair.

Programmed Maintenance:
When cleaning equipment breaks down, it costs time and money. Parts and labour are a direct expense, workers often are idle, overtime expenses can be incurred and cleaning schedules are jeopardized. That’s why it’s important to regularly maintain your equipment. We can work with you to set up a programmed maintenance program.

Parts:
We carry an extensive inventory of replacement parts at our facility. That means reduced down time and faster repairs for your equipment.

Value-Added Services:
We offer various services for cleaning equipment. Contact us for information on equipment maintenance training, rental equipment, centralized service records, planned maintenance packages and emergency service options.

Anytime Service Requests:
We have a dedicated section on our website for equipment service and have made it easy for you to make a service requisition anytime of the day. Simply logon to our site and post the necessary information to initiate a service call. Leave the rest to us!

Leasing:
If you are considering a major equipment purchase, we can arrange a financing or leasing program to best suit your needs.

Rentals:
At Glen Martin Limited we have a modern fleet of rental equipment which may be utilised for special tasks or cleanups. Equipment is available by the day, week, month or year and we offer pick-up and delivery service with our rentals. With all rentals count on using clean, well maintained equipment and receiving complete training to get you going right away. We offer competitive pricing and offer credit towards ownership options.
RELEASE THE POWER OF WATER
DETERGENT CLEAN. WATER SAFE.

GOOD FOR BUSINESS. SAFE FOR EVERYONE.

Cleaning has never been safer.
• Eliminate the health issues associated with harsh cleaning chemicals; no touching, breathing, splashing, or disposing of chemicals.
• Reduce slip-n-fall accidents with the first chemical-free scrubbing system to achieve NSF certification.
• Registered by NSF as safe for use in food and beverage handling environments.
  • ec-H2O is safe to touch.

Simple, efficient, cost effective.
• ec-H2O helps reduce cost by eliminating the need to buy a general purpose cleaner.
• Eliminate time required for chemical handling, mixing, and usage training.
• Maximize productivity by increasing scrub times and reducing fill and drain time.

Environmentally superior, socially responsible.
• Eliminate the environmental impact of producing, packaging, transporting, using, and disposing of traditional cleaning chemicals.
• ec-H2O uses 70% less water than conventional scrubbing methods.
  • ec-H2O begins as water and ends as water.

TECHNOLOGY CONVERTS WATER INTO A POWERFUL CLEANING SOLUTION...here’s how.

Water is infused with oxygen bubbles to create highly oxygenated water. The oxygenated water flows through a water cell where an electric current is applied. Flowing out of the water cell is a blended stream of positively and negatively charged water with all the power of a general purpose cleaner. The converted water attacks the dirt, breaks it into small particles, and pulls it off the floor’s surface – enabling the scrubber’s pads or brushes to easily scrub away the dirt. After 45 seconds, the converted water begins to recombine into normal water. All that is left in the recovery tank is plain water and dirt.

Just fill with H2O and Go!
EQUIPMENT—AUTOMATIC SCRUBBER

Nobles Speed Scrub Rider
This is a simple, easy-to-use rider scrubber for compact areas. Choose the corrosion and damage resistant scrub head that best fits your cleaning needs. Available in a 26” and 32” cylindrical or disk formats. With a 67 dBA, the SSR is perfect for noise-sensitive environments. Reduce training time with easy-to-learn one-button controls. The SSR maneuvers easily through doorways and onto elevators and will clean longer on just one charge—up to 4.5 hours run time. 29 gallon recovery and solution tanks are Hygienic® full access and cleanable.

Available with:

Nobles EZ Rider HP
The Nobles EZ Rider™HP cleans hard floors like no other scrubber. Its 28” or 32” cleaning paths and compact frame can clean many of the same areas that traditional walk-behind scrubbers do while achieving a higher level of productivity. This riding scrubber’s superior maneuverability allows the operator to turn 180° within a six-foot-wide aisle. Whether its scrubbing floors through doorjambs or down narrow aisle-ways, the EZ Rider™HP is sure to meet your floor cleaning challenges. Features include a 30 gal solution tank, a 45 gal recovery tank and down pressure up to 200 Lb. This high performance rider scrubber cleans up to 49,300 sq.ft. per hour (32” model) and is perfect for environments like warehouses and manufacturing plants, retail, schools, universities, and hospitals. Increase cleaning productivity up to 30% over most walk-behind scrubbers with the EZ Rider™HP scrubber.

Available with:

FaST® — Foam Activated Scrubbing Technology produces a powerful cleaning solution by mixing a small amount of air and water with a highly concentrated Green Seal certified chemical. FaST® uses 70% less water and 90% less chemical than conventional scrubbing methods. The FaST® system also allows operators to scrub up to five times longer on one tank versus conventional methods, which drastically helps to increase productivity.

The FaST® system is also one of the only scrubbing technologies to carry a National Floor Safety Institute (NSFI) seal of approval, so not only is FaST® extremely safe, it is also great for the environment and helps with drastically reducing chemical, water and labour costs.

ORDER ONLINE AT - www.GlenMartin.ca
Nobles Speed Scrub 24” and 32” Battery Automatic Scrubber

The new Speed Scrub delivers effective cleaning results anytime—every time. Available with 24”, 28” or 32” non-corroding cast aluminum scrub decks this machine is designed to withstand daily wear and tear. Spend less time training and maintaining, and more time cleaning with simple one-button Quick-Train™ controls and easy, no-tool squeegee replacement. Features include dual brush motors, a 3 stage vacuum, 22.5 solution tanks and 27 gal recovery tank with demisting chamber. The Speed Scrub has and extremely low noise level (67 dBA) allowing for anytime use. Other features include quick and easy, no tool brush and squeegee replacement, on-board charger and 100% recovery on 180 degree turns. Power options include gel or lead acid batteries.

Available with:

Nobles Speed Scrub Cylindrical 26” and 32” Automatic Scrubbers

Now, from the inventors of cylindrical technology comes the Speed Scrub Cylindrical. Enjoy all the popular features of the Speed Scrub disc model in a cylindrical version. Ideal for manufacturing and warehouse locations, this workhorse will easily pick up debris including glass, plastic shavings, metal bolts and wood chips. The patented splined brush drive offers superior performance and reduced maintenance costs. Housed in a cast aluminum deck, the cylindrical brushes are easy to remove and replace. Excellent in any location where uneven floors and grout lines are a concern. This Speed Scrub model is available in 26” and 32” widths.

Available with:

Nobles Speed Scrub 17-20 inch

Robust and dependable—this machine is whisper quiet and can clean even the most noise sensitive areas. It will provide top of the line results in any application, thanks to powerful scrub motor and exceptional down pressure. Features include a 10.5 gal solution tank, 15 gal recovery tank, down pressure up to 90 Lb and non-corroding cast aluminum scrub decks and squeegees. Other features include quick and easy, no tool brush and squeegee replacement, on-board charger and 100% recovery on 180° turns. This unit is available with a transaxle drive or a pad assist. Power options include gel or lead acid batteries.

Available with:

Nobles Speed Scrub 15

Clean small, crowded areas the first time, every time with the ultra-dependable Speed Scrub. This unit has a simple ‘all in one’ trigger operation so you can start cleaning immediately. It is highly maneuverable, providing great results in congested spaces. Completely recover dirty water thanks to the expertly engineered, high-powered recovery system. Remove even the toughest grime with the cylindrical brush system’s 33 Lb of focused down pressure and 1,200 rpm brush speed. Expect years of dependable operation thanks to the cast aluminum frame and scrub head. Other features include a 3 gal solution tank, a 4.5 gal recovery tank and a 50’ power cord. Excellent for food processing areas and kitchens, convenience stores, quick-serve restaurants, swimming pool decks, locker rooms, many other small spaces.

762-900420 Cord Electric Scrubber
Clarke CR28 Boost Rider
If you demand high levels of cleaning with the ultimate in green benefits, BOOST® Technology is what you've been looking for. With its 28" cleaning path, this rider is effective at cleaning large open areas in your building as well. Unlike most rider scrubbers, the CR28 incorporates Safe-T-Steering which reduces machine speed on turns so you can be assured of improved safety for your operators and for your building and equipment. The CR28 is also the only rider that can strip floors chemical-free using Clarke's patented BOOST® Technology.

Clarke Focus Large Walk-Behind Autoscrubber
This autoscrubber offers a large tank capacity and scrub path along with long run time options to minimize those big jobs. Standard model features provide high-speed light or deep scrubbing with up to 220 Lb head pressure. The deluxe model features include one touch operator controlled scrubbing, automatic squeegee lift in reverse, and automatic head pressure regulation 28", 33" or 38" scrub paths. Many battery options are available—comes with on board “smart” battery charger.

Clarke Focus II Mid Size Autoscrubber
The Conventional disc models of the Focus® II are available with a 26", 28" or 34" disc scrub deck powered by two heavy-duty brush motors. The disc models are ideal for everyday cleaning. The gimble mounted brushes and pad driver contours uneven floors for even scrubbing agitation. Many advanced features include larger tanks, wet or AGM battery choices, optional chemical mixing systems, on-board chargers, one-touch scrubbing, and easy to adjust squeegees. Also available in BOOST® or cylindrical models.

Clarke Focus II BOOST® 20 Compact Autoscrubber
This is the first 20” autoscrubber available with Clarke's revolutionary BOOST® Technology. If you demand high levels of cleaning with the ultimate in green benefits, BOOST® technology offers 70% reduction in water and chemicals, 40% increase in pad life, and the added benefit of stripping floors chemical-free, compared to traditional disc models. Features include low noise levels, improved user ergonomics, on-board chargers, breakaway squeegees and more. Also available in disc and cylindrical models.

762-05361A 20” L20 BOOST® Autoscrubber

Clarke Vantage 17 Autoscrubber
This is perhaps the most highly maneuverable and compact 17” autoscrubber on the market with the features that provide the highest scrubbing performance. The scrubber features a large opening to the recovery tank that allows for easy cleanout, maintenance-free gel batteries, long-life durable Polydur® tanks, ergonomic palm buttons, a start brush with brush and solution off in neutral, and an on-board battery charger.

762-9087124 17” Vantage Battery

Clarke Vantage 13 Compact Micro Autoscrubber
This compact micro autoscrubber* gives you big cleaning capacity for those small areas. The Vantage 13 delivers an even, consistent pressure over the floor for a deep, uniform clean with safety in mind. Armed with two sets of squeegees, the Vantage 13 recovers cleaning solution in forward and reverse. With the added controlled water usage, floors dry quickly without extended interruption.

762-908723 13” Vantage Electric

Vispa 35B All Purpose Scrubber
The smallest, battery-powered automatic floor scrubber on the market. Easy to operate; fill the solution tank, fit the brush, lower the squeegee and start operating. Battery powered and therefore, cable-free. A true all purpose scrubber, the Vispa 35B can move easily around tables, clean room corners accurately and have access in areas with many obstacles thanks to its handlebar, which ensures 180° of flexibility. It comes with a gel battery, brush and built-in battery charger.

762-VISPA35 each
EQUIPMENT—BURNISHER

Nobles SpeedGleam Battery Burnisher
Get excellent gloss results from the powerful motor and patented free-floating head. Reduce training time with easy-to-use controls. It provides excellent gloss performance with powerful 2,000 rpm “on the floor” pad rotation and up to 45 Lb/20 kg pad pressure allowing you to quickly burnish up to 21,000 sq. ft. per hour. This 20” burnisher can be ordered in a self propelled version or a pad assist. Other features include dust control, height adjustable handle and easy to use controls. Runs up to 2.5 hours on a single charge.

Nobles UltraShine 20” Dust Control Burnisher
This 2000 rpm burnisher will provide consistent results on uneven floors with its patented free floating head. Get excellent gloss with the 1.5 hp heavy duty motor while the flexible dust skirt provides the best dust control in the industry. Transportation and storage are easy with the adjustable, folding handle. Comes with a 75’ safety-yellow power cord.

Pioneer Eclipse SpeedStar UHS Propane Burnisher
Power and performance translate into excellent results in record time. Available in 21”, 24” and 28” models. This powerful Kawasaki 585cc, OHV v-valve air-cooled engine will quickly bring a high shine to UHS floors. It has a CentriVac dust collection system, SafeSense emissions monitoring system and a catalytic muffler to minimize harmful emissions.

Pioneer Eclipse Mean Machine UHS Propane Burnisher
Safe, durable, quality burnisher line at attractive price level that does not compromise operator comfort. Available with 21”, 24” and 28” powder-coated, cast aluminum alloy deck. Honda and Kawasaki engines are available and can be configured with a variety of clutch, muffler and starting options.

EQUIPMENT—FLOOR POLISHER

Nobles Speedshine Floor Machines—Dual Speed
Polish, scrub, strip and sand with the best backed floor machine in the industry. Comes with a 1.5 hp heavy duty motor, 50’ power cord and high speed pad driver. Features twist grip operation with safety lock. Single speed is 175 rpm and dual speed is 185 rpm scrub speed; 330 rpm buff speed.

Centaur Rabbit 3 Floor Polisher
This 1.5 hp, 2 speed (200–300 rpm) multi-tasking 19” floor machine is Centaur’s flagship model. Includes a built-in splashguard, removable handle, detachable 50’ cord. Machine is downsizable to 13”. Available accessories include the Jay Scrub baseboard stripper, water tank and 40 lb weight.

Clarke CFP Floor Machines
These floor machines operate efficiently, reliably and productively. Heavy duty construction and durability. Comes with a pad driver.

Clarke BOS-18 Orbital Floor Machine
It is designed to scrub and strip floors using orbital technology in small areas. This BOS-18 is a versatile, orbital floor machine that is very aggressive and easy to use by eliminating side-to-side torque as with a conventional disc floor machine. Use for scrubbing, chemical-free stripping, and wood floor refinishing.
**EQUIPMENT—SWEEPER**

**Nobles Scout 28 Battery Sweeper**
This 28” sweeper quietly and powerfully sweeps up litter on hard floor and carpeted surfaces without a cord. It has a comfortable to use three-wheel turning system, fingertip controls, and two position adjustable handle. Easily empty debris and clean the filter with the large pop-out hopper. User can control the sweeper with the variable speed control system and it is extremely quiet for noise-sensitive environments (68 dBA). Clean for up to 3 hours with one charge.

774-611680 28” Battery Sweeper

**Nobles Scout 27 Sweeper**
Anywhere, anytime sweeping with no batteries to recharge or cords to plug in with this 27” manual push sweeper. Reduce number of empties with the huge removable 14 cu. ft./40 L hopper.

774-607971 27” Manual Sweeper

**Nobles Scout 24 Battery Sweeper**
The push-forward design and cord-free operation make this the perfect sweeper for hard and soft floors. Features cord-free maneuverability with battery operation and on-board charger and it moves into tight spaces easily for more thorough cleaning. It has simple controls that reduce training time. Just turn on the main power and choose brush setting one or two. The hopper will fill to capacity meaning it needs to be emptied less often. It has a dust control filter that will keep dust in the machine—not in the air.

774-614213 24” Battery Sweeper

---

**RAPID DRYING CARPET CLEANING TECHNOLOGY**

Patented ReadySpace® Technology:
Clean and dry your carpets in less than 30 minutes.

- ReadySpace® Technology removes soil before it becomes ground in
- Soil-transfer rollers grab dirt from carpet fibers and lift it into the machine
- Sprayers rinse the rollers - not the carpet
- Two powerful vacuum shoes suck the dirty water into the recovery tank

Because the carpet itself is never saturated, dry time is significantly reduced.

ReadySpace® Technology:
- Turns your cleaned carpet spaces around more quickly
- Keeps rooms open for traffic longer, and clean high traffic areas more often
- Carpets are clean, dry, and ready for use in less than 30 minutes.

Now available on 3 different platforms.
EQUIPMENT—CARPET EXTRACTOR

Nobles Strive Rider with ReadySpace
This ride on carpet cleaning machine features two cleaning technologies: clean, dry, and prepare carpets for use in less than 30 minutes with ReadySpace® or deep extraction for restorative cleaning. This machine eliminates chemical and soil build-up with non-chemical-reliant ReadySpace® technology while cleaning both sides of the carpet fiber with dual, counter-rotating brushes. Using this machine will increase time between empty/fill cycles with the 32 gal/121 L solution tank and 28 gal/106 L recovery tank. This machine features a solution sight gauge, easy-to-fill with front and rear fill points.

756-9001690  28” Battery Ride On

Nobles Strive with Ready Space
Dual-technologies on one machine—patented ReadySpace® and deep extraction for all your carpet cleaning needs. The battery operated unit will clean large areas quickly with it 22” cleaning path. It is the most effective extractor in the industry. Large 21 gal tanks save time, reducing empty/fill cycles. Runs up to 2.5 hours on one charge. Accessory tools are available.

756-9000503  22” Battery Walk Behind

Nobles Strive Compact w/ Ready Space
Deliver clean, dry carpeted spaces in 30 minutes or less with this small area, fast dry carpet cleaner with ReadySpace®. Cleans in a forward and reverse motion, and with its low profile body it will easily clean around most obstacles. Fill and empty almost anywhere; lift-off solution and recovery tanks can be filled under most faucets and emptied into most drains and sinks. Easy-to-use one button operation.

756-9004202  15” Corded Electric

Nobles Speed-Ex Self-Contained Extractor
Deep clean tough carpet soils in just one pass with a double-tuft brush and powerful extraction system. The low profile design allows it to reach into tight spaces. Constructed with a corrosion-resistant, cast aluminum frame and durable polyethylene rotomold tanks. Clean carpets longer and more comfortably with Insta-Adjust® ergonomic handle and low-effort brush assist operation. Features 5 gal lift-off solution and recovery tanks, 15” cleaning path and 50’ power cord.

756-9004201  15” Corded electric

Nobles Power Eagle Plus 1016/1020 Carpet Extractor
Excellent cleaning results with pull-back operation, heavy-duty brush motor, and powerful extraction system. It will clean longer with 10 gal solution and 14.5 gal recovery tanks. Deep clean in one-pass with either the 16” or 20” cleaning path. Power out dirt with the 2 jet/100 psi solution spray that consistently cleans with an optimized spray pattern. Simple to use with a two-button operation and single-button brush/solution activation. Greater machine stability with patented bladder design. Accessory hand tool, wand and hoses are available.

756-1002564  1016 Power Eagle 16”
756-1002556  1020 Power Eagle 20”

Nobles Power Eagle 716 Carpet Extractor
This low-profile, pull-back operated extractor easily cleans tight spaces. It can clean in one-pass with a 16” cleaning path. It has uniquely shaped, tapered 7 gal tanks that easily clean under tables and counters. Features single button brush/solution activation, a 100 psi pump, a 3 stage vacuum motor and a 50’ detachable cord. Accessory hand tool, wand and hoses are available.

756-608543  16” Cleaning Path
**Nobles Marksman 412 Carpet Extractor**
Easily clean the tightest spaces with a compact, maneuverable design. It will power away dirt and grime with the 1,200 rpm brush, and disperse solution evenly with 2 quick-release spray jets. Features 4 gal tanks, 60 psi pump and a floating brush head. It is easy to empty and fill with a simple lift-off recovery tank and it has an adjustable handle that will allow it to fit easily in the trunk of a car. Accessory hand tool, wand and hoses are available.

756-611459  12” Cleaning Path

**Nobles Explorer 1500 Box Extractor**
This is a powerful, heavy-duty extractor with a portable, compact design. Go from carpet to upholstery cleaning with adjustable spray—variable flow up to 250 psi. Its space saving bladder design supports a 19 gal solution tank and a 15 gal recovery tank. Transportation is easy with its sturdy, roto-molded handle and large rear wheels. This machine comes standard with 15’ hoses and a 13” floor tool. A hand tool is optional.

756-609231  Explorer 1500

**Nobles Trooper 1500 Box Extractor**
High-performing, dependable extractor for worry-free cleaning with a portable, compact design. It comes with a powerful 100 psi pump. Its space saving bladder design supports a 19 gal solution tank and a 15 gal recovery tank. Transportation is easy with its sturdy, rotomolded handle and large rear wheels. This machine comes standard with 15’ hoses and a 13” floor tool. A hand tool is optional.

756-609230  Trooper 1500

**Nobles Anser Spotter Extractor**
This 2 gallon extractor is ideal for spot cleaning and upholstery cleaning. Standard tools include a hand tool, 8’ solution recovery hose and a 25’ power cord. Optional cart is available.

756-609235  2 gallon extractor

**Nobles Cyclone Plus Air Mover**
Significantly reduces drying time of wet or damp carpet, floors and upholstery. A .5 hp motor produces up to 2500 cfm and 3-speed switch.

756-608258  Carpet Blower

**EQUIPMENT—CANISTER VACUUM—WET/DRY**

**Nobles Typhoon™ 16B Battery Wet/ Dry Vacuum**
Clean faster, virtually anywhere without having to stop and find a new outlet with this portable, battery powered unit with 16 gal recovery tank. Equipped with a quick drain hose this unit will run up to 4 hours on one charge. Optional front mounted squeegee is available.

765-608818  16 gal

**Nobles Typhoon™ EV1592 Wet/Dry Vacuum**
For quick and easy clean-up in large areas, choose this 15-gal vacuum. Its powerful motor and large tank size makes for quick and easy clean up in large areas. Gain easy access to the recovery tank and float shut-off with the flip-top. Comes with quick drain hose. Optional front mounted squeegee is available.

765-609533  15 gal
Clarke Summit Wet/Dry Vacuums
Attention to detail on this line of tank vacuums is unmatched anywhere. Convenience, durability, performance, power, and easy operation and storage make it a clear choice. Choose from 3 tank sizes 9, 13, or 20 gal. Summit® 9 is available with a certified HEPA filter for wet and dry operation! Summit® 13 & 20 SQ come equipped with a 30” front mount squeegee. Optional equipment for Summit® 13 & 20 are certified HEPA filters (dry use only). When it’s high performance and extra power that’s needed, the Summit® 20 D (Dual Motor) offers power to spare.

765-140622  Summit 9
765-140610  Summit 13
765-140608  Summit 20
765-140609  Summit 20 Dual Motor

NaceCare Wet/Dry Vacuums WV900/WVD902
This 12 gal vacuum is built to handle the most demanding commercial applications. The structural foam head and body is rustproof and durable. Emptying is made easy with a convenient dump tube or it can be emptied using the unique tip and pour option. Optional front mount squeegee is available.

765-WV900  Single motor vac each
765-WVD902  Dual motor vac each

NaceCare Continuous Pumper WVD1800P
This 20 gal wet vacuum delivers dependable power and performance in a rugged unit. Structural foam is used to manufacture the powerhead and one-piece body. It incorporates a sump pump, which enables continuous pumping of fluid without interrupting the vacuuming process. Ideal for floods, water pipe ruptures, drain back-ups and industrial spills.

765-833540  20 gal

Centaur SL-6 wet/dry Vacuum
This is an undisputed 20 L workhorse vacuum cleaner. It comes with wet and dry filters, durable metal head and accessory outlet for power brush. Filter available for drywall dust.

765-212030  5 gal

EQUIPMENT—CANISTER VACUUM—DRY

Centaur Silento 30 and 31 (12 L/3 gal) or 300 and 310 (20 L/5 gal) Dry Tank Vacuums
This is a very quiet vacuum cleaner. Excellent for hospital, hotel or home use. It has a triple filter system, HEPA filter capability, double ball bearing motor and metal hose connector.

765-212000  Silento 30 – noise level 60dB
765-212002  Silento 31 – noise level 55dB
765-212026  Silento 300 – noise level 60dB
765-212028  Silento 310 – noise level 55dB

Nobels Tidy-Vac™ Canister Vacuum
Quietly clean the most noise-sensitive areas with this powerful, high filtration vacuum. Versatile enough to clean carpet or hard floors with the 12” floor tool. Extremely quiet and greatly exceeds HEPA requirements. Come with 8’ crushproof hose, wand and tools.

765-610795  Quiet Vac

NaceCare NVR 200 (Henry) Canister Vacuum
This powerful, lightweight vacuum is more than just a smiling face. Henry is a two speed machine running at only 47 dBA on low making it excellent for daytime cleaning or cleaning noise sensitive areas. Henry comes with a manual cord rewind, 10’ hose, wand and floor tool.

765-NVR200
NaceCare Q Series NVQ 380 Canister Vacuum
This powerful 4.5 gal dry vacuum is part of the “Q” series” operating at less than 50 dBA. Excellent for daytime cleaning or cleaning noise sensitive areas. Meets HEPA spec for non-hazardous recovery and exceeds LEED-EB spec. Comes with a manual cord rewind, 10’ hose, wand and floor tool.

765-NV380

EQUIPMENT—BACKPACK VACUUM

Nobles TrailBlazer™ Backpack Vacuum
Perfect for smaller cleaning professionals that work in commercial buildings and individual businesses. 6 qt Micro filter capacity, four level filtration system. Attachment kit includes a static dissipating vacuum hose, 50’ cord, EZ Glide attachment kit and two filter bags.

753-613017 6 quart capacity

Nobles TrailBlazer Lite™ Backpack Vacuum
The lightweight design combined with powerful vacuum performance helps you control your clean. The Trailblazer Lite™ is the lightest vacuum in the line at only 7.5 lbs. 6 qt Micro filter capacity, four level filtration system. Attachment kit includes a static dissipating vacuum hose, 50’ cord, EZ Glide attachment kit and two filter bags.

753-613018 6 quart capacity

Nobles TrailBlazer XP™ Backpack Vacuum
This is the most powerful backpack vacuum in the series. 10 qt Micro filter capacity, four level filtration system. Attachment kit includes a static dissipating vacuum hose, 50’ cord, EZ Glide attachment kit and two filter bags.

753-613019 10 quart capacity

ProTeam Go-Vac BP Battery/ Cordless Backpack Vacuum
The GoVac BP offers extreme versatility and power for every cleaning situation. From detail cleaning in stairwells and elevators to offices, schools and commercial buildings, this unit performs with ease and convenience. Includes: Battery backpack with Li-Ion battery, charger, 1.25" static-dissipating vacuum hose, and two Intercept Micro Filters® and the standard 1.25" kit.

753-106803

EQUIPMENT—VACUUM—UPRIGHT

Nobles Magna Twin 3000 Vacuum
Clean faster with the super wide 30” cleaning path. Pickup and performance is unsurpassed with the tri-motor system (two for vacuum and one for brush). Clean longer with huge 32 qt vacuum bags. Optional wand and hose for detail cleaning is available.

768-609227 30” cleaning path

Nobles Magna Twin Vacuums 1600/2200/2600
A rugged, heavy duty vacuum in a variety of cleaning path widths and motor powers to get the job done. Pickup and performance is unsurpassed with the dual motor system (one for vacuum and one for brush).

768-608229 1600 Magnatwin 16”
768-608230 2200 Magnatwin 22”
768-608231 2600 Magnatwin 26”
Nobles UltraGlide Vacuums
The UltraGlide series is made for cleaning professionals, who need a rugged, easy-to-use, dependable commercial vacuum. It has the lightest handle weight, low sound levels, and most powerful pick-up in the industry. Comes with on board wand, crevice tool and dusting brush for off floor and detail areas. Available in 3 sizes in both single and dual motor models.

768-614219  12” Single Motor Ultraglide
768-614307  12” Dual Motor Ultraglide
768-614221  15” Dual Motor Ultraglide
768-614222  18” Dual Motor Ultraglide

ProTeam ProForce 1500XP Upright Vacuum
The upright is designed specifically to provide exceptional cleaning. Premium quality on-board tools and high-performance dual motor system offers convenience and durability for optimal efficiency and maximum effectiveness. Features include 13” cleaning path, 11 amp vacuum motor, 50’ cord, HEPA filter exhaust and an electronic system indicator that alerts operator to a full filter, airflow restriction or jammed roller.

768-P1500XP

Sanitaire Duralux SC9180 Upright Vacuum
This unit has a 13” wide cleaning path, 11.5 amp motor, 50’ cord, disposable dust bag system. Durable, versatile, easy-to-use and easy to maintain, this two-motor system with its convenient attachments make carpet, bare floor and above-the-floor cleaning effortless. Sealed HEPA filtration.

768-SC9180A

Sanitaire SC5845 HEPA Upright Vacuum
15” cleaning path with 10 amp motor, 40’ cord and a dirt cup system. This vacuum offers the ultimate in bagless filtration with its clean-air system and extra large dirt cup. Sealed HEPA upright and clog resistant tools on board for extra convenience.

768-SC5845

Sanitaire SC886 Commercial Upright Vacuum
12” wide, 7 amp motor, removable chamber, dump bag, 60’ cord and 6 height settings.

768-120668  12” wide

Sanitaire SC887 Commercial Upright Vacuum
12” wide, 7 amp motor, removable chamber, dirt cup, 60’ cord and 6 height settings.

768-120887  12” wide

Sanitaire SC899 Commercial Upright Vacuum
16” wide, 7 amp motor, removable chamber, dump bag, 60’ cord and 6 height settings.

768-100899  16” wide

Sanitaire SC785 Upright Vacuum
This 12” wide, compact, two-motor upright allows you to shut off the motorized brush roll to move from carpet to bare floor cleaning. This model features a folding handle, 6.6 amp motor, on-board tools, 20’ cord and a disposable dust bag system.

768-100700  12” wide

Royal M1028 Upright Vacuum
This upright is durable with all metal construction. It has a 14” cleaning path, a powerful 10 amp motor, adjustable height settings, 50’ cord and commercial urethane wheels for easy maneuverability.

768-91028D  14” cleaning path

TOLL FREE - 1-800-461-5455
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EQUIPMENT—SPECIALTY

Nobles Quick Clean™ 1500 All Surface Cleaner
This is a multipurpose cleaning machine that enables you to clean, rinse, and blow dry hard surfaces. Throw your mop and bucket away! This is the best solution for cleaning those filthy restrooms and other hard surfaces. It cleans faster and more effectively than the manual wipe down method. Your crew will like it because it's easy to use and because it employs a touchless method of cleaning. The results are increased worker morale, high productivity and sparkling clean surfaces. Use the Quick Clean™ 1500 model on sinks, urinals and toilets, pool areas, tubs and shower stalls, locker rooms, stairwells, windows and other non-porous surfaces.

774-609799 All Surface Cleaner

Nobles Monsoon™ Chemical Applicator
Spread an even, 30" path of solution/stripper with the Monsoon™ chemical applicator. Quickly deliver up to 20 gal of solution with the built-in gravity fed dispensing system.

774-608520 20 gal

Pioneer Eclipse Barracuda Stripper
This 30" low profile propane stripping machine can strip up to 26,500 sq. ft./hr. Counter rotating brushes reduce stripe splash. Powered by a Kawasaki 431cc, OHV v-valve engine featuring SafeSense Emissions Monitoring System, non-marking tires, and a bail throttle with electric clutch to ensure smooth start-up. Excellent for large area stripping!

NaceCare Jet Steam 1600C Steamer
The power of steam attacks grease, grime, hard water deposits and mold leaving the surface sanitized. The JS 1600C is excellent on grouted floors, showers, kitchens and any area where detail cleaning is a challenge. In industrial kitchens it is very effective in all food preparation and processing areas and on stainless steel range hoods. Use it in hotel rooms for spotting draperies, bed spreads, and carpets. It even kills dust mites on a hotel mattress. Optional cart is available.

774-8025134 Steamer

Kranzle K1120T Pressure Washer
At 1,200 psi and with a flow rate of 2.1 gpm, the K1120T has all the power you need. Each unit comes complete with a Dirt Killer Nozzle and a Vario Nozzle for adjustment of the spray fan. The triplex piston pump incorporates stainless steel ceramic coated pistons to reduce friction—ensuring years of heavy duty, commercial use. All valves are stainless steel and the seal kit includes Teflon graphite rings to provide dry running safely without pump damage.

774-K1120T Pressure Washer

EZZE Scrubber — Battery Operated Portable Scrubber
It's powerful, lightweight design produces outstanding cleaning results with very little effort. The telescoping handle provides even greater versatility allowing a cleaning height of up to 15’ and as short as 2’. Designed for safe and reliable use, the Ezze-Scrubber quickly and effortlessly cleans your restrooms, showers, windows, stairwells, pools and motor vehicles. Comes with 2 batteries and backpack, charger, medium brush and pad driver.

759-811357 EZZE Scrubber complete
860-ES421 Medium Duty Brush
860-ES431 Baseboard Scrubbing Brush
860-ES442 Splash Guard for EZZE Scrubber
PARTS

Casters and Wheels
Replacement casters and wheels can be ordered for all commercial automatic scrubbers and extractors. Be sure to include make and model when ordering.

Center-Lok Pad Centering Devices
We carry a variety of pad holders that can be used on either right or left rotation machines.

Power Cords
Defective cords on your vacuums and floor machines can be dangerous and should be replaced. We offer a large selection of replacement cords and plugs for you to choose from.

Cloth and Paper Replacement Bags
We carry a large selection of replacement cloth bags and paper filter bags for all popular makes of vacuum cleaners. Please include make and model number.

Squeegee Blades
Old squeegees can leave your floors streaky and dull. We carry a wide variety of squeegee blades for all popular makes of automatic Scrubbers. Please specify make, model and length when ordering.

Vacuum Motors
Available for all types of commercial vacuums, extractors and automatic Scrubbers. We carry single, two and three stage motors in 120 volt, 24 volt and 36 volt. Please include make and model number.

Deep Cycle Batteries
We carry AGM, gel and lead acid deep cycle batteries that will fit in all makes and models of automatic Scrubbers. Also available are watering kits, battery leads and terminals. Please specify battery dimensions, voltage and amp hour rating.

Beater Bar Assemblies
Replacement beater bar assemblies are available in different sizes for all commercial vacuums and carpet extractors. Be sure to include make and model when ordering. We also stock replacement brush strips for those vacuums that use them.

Belts
Belts, belts and more belts for your commercial cleaning equipment, including vacuums, floor machines, extractors etc. Contact our service department for help.

Magnet Bars
Magnet bars are designed to pick up paper clips and other metal objects before they enter your vacuum and cause impeller damage.

Dusting Brushes
For vacuum cleaning dust and debris from small areas. Fits 1.5” diameter.

Crevice tools
Designed for cleaning narrow, hard-to-reach areas. Fits 1.5” diameter hose.

Wand
Michaels 1.5” two bend wand.

Do-all-tool
This adjustable squeegee tool is ideal for picking up water.

TOLL FREE - 1-800-461-5455
EQUIPMENT

Brushes & Pad Drivers

BRUSHES & PAD DRIVERS

Pad Drivers
Moulded polymer pad face with hundreds of individual hooks that grip into the threads of a floor pad and hold it securely while operating. The solid block includes a built-in riser and showerfeed holes, allowing use with solution dispensing machines. Specify size when ordering.

Tuff Block Brushes
For cleaning hard surfaces. Nylon and polypropylene scrubbing brushes feature 0.028" diameter fill material throughout the block. Nylon is more flexible and will last the longest, while polypropylene is an economical alternative. Specify size when ordering.

Nylon Carpet Shampoo Brushes
The best quality brush for this application. Nylon is flexible and supple enough to gently scrub carpets, yet has more “memory” than other fibres for a longer lasting brush. Specify size when ordering.

Clean-Grit Brushes
An excellent general scrubbing brush for frequent maintenance cleaning. Flexible enough for cleaning narrow grout lines and uneven surfaces. Blue or green pad equivalent. Specify size when ordering.

Mal-Grit Brushes
The most popular Grit brush. An aggressive brush for general scrubbing or stripping finishes from hard surfaces. Effectively cleans wide grout lines. Black or brown pad equivalent. Specify size when ordering.

A REVOLUTION IN FLOOR PREPARATION TECHNOLOGY

Mastic Removal Tool
This brush will remove stubborn coatings from concrete, such as mastic, carpet or tile adhesive, thin-set and thin mil coatings like urethane or paint. No need to waste time and money on heavy grinding equipment. This diverse tool mounts onto any standard floor machine or autoscrubber, using diamond coated blades to grind tough coatings away.

Concrete Prep and Polishing Tools
Processing through a series of increasing finer diamond grits, these brushes will polish the floor until the pores of the stone are progressively closed, ultimately resulting in a retail-like shine. Start with 100 grit metallic blades and progress through 100, 200, 400, 1000 and 2000 grit polymer blades for maximum shine.

Hardwood Prep Tool
This tool is designed to remove polyurethane and carpet adhesives from hardwood floors, effectively preparing the floor for refinishing. No more wasted time and money changing caramelized sandpaper.

*All Diamabrush Tools feature replaceable blades.

ORDER ONLINE AT - www.GlenMartin.ca

The Diamabrush Concrete Polishing System is an innovative series of diamond abrasive tools designed for any industry standard floor buffers or auto scrubbers. Utilizing a series of Diamond grit blades, it has never been easier to grind and polish concrete and stone floors to retail-like finish. No need for heavy, expensive equipment or harmful chemicals.